FLORIDA MUNICIPAL INVESTMENT TRUST
STATEMENT OF INVESTMENT POLICY
Revised 12-12-13
I.

AUTHORITY

In accordance with the Agreement and Declaration of Trust creating the Florida Municipal Investment
Trust, dated April 28, 1993, and as subsequently amended, the Board of Trustees shall have the exclusive and
absolute control over the Trust property and the affairs of the Trust. Pursuant to Article IV, Section 2., Investments,
of the Agreement and Declaration of Trust, the Board of Trustees shall have the power to subscribe for, invest in,
reinvest in, purchase or otherwise acquire, own, hold, pledge, sell, assign, transfer, exchange, distribute, lend or
otherwise deal in or dispose of investments of every nature and kind, provided such investment is, in the sole and
absolute discretion of the Board of Trustees, consistent with this Statement of Investment Policy, as most recently
amended or supplemented, and to exercise any and all rights, powers and privileges of ownership or interest with
respect to any and all such investments of every kind and description, including without limitation, the right to
consent and otherwise act with respect thereto, with power to designate one or more persons, firms, associations or
corporations to exercise any of said rights, powers and privileges with respect to any of said investments.
II.

SCOPE AND PURPOSE

All financial assets held or controlled by the Trust, not otherwise classified as restricted assets by the Board
of Trustees, shall be invested under the guidelines as herein set forth. No person may engage in any investment
transaction with funds held in a trust relationship by the Trust, except as authorized by the Board of Trustees. The
policies and procedures herein are intended to provide sufficient latitude and operating flexibility to respond to
changing market and economic conditions and to effectively manage the Trust's assets so as to maximize the
expected return on assets within an acceptable exposure to investment risk. There are times when risks of specific
investments may temporarily increase such that the Trust may be required to operate under a more restrictive policy.
In such cases, the authority to use more restrictive policies shall be disclosed in the Trust's Informational Statements.
Additionally, at times, exceptions to the policy may need to be made, on a case-by-case basis, and with the approval
of the Board of Trustees.
III.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the Trust's investment program will vary in accordance with each of the investment
portfolio's objectives which are described in the Trust's Informational Statements. The Trust's holdings shall be
generally diversified relative to a broad market standard and both market and nonmarket risk shall be monitored
and acted upon to avoid or minimize potential losses. Short-term holdings of the Trust shall be of high quality and
ready marketability with maturities diversified appropriately with respect to the current operating expenses and
expected cash flow obligations of the Trust's portfolios. The Trust's portfolios are generally designed to attain a
market rate of return throughout financial and economic cycles, taking into account each Trust portfolio's
investment objectives, risk constraints and permitted investments as referenced in the Informational Statements.
IV.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Under the direction of the Board of Trustees, it shall be the responsibility of the Administrator to supervise
and administer the Trust's investment program pursuant to a written agreement between the Trust and the
Administrator including, but not limited to, the following:
1.

Supervise and coordinate the activities of qualified investment management firms, dealers, brokers,
issuers, custodians, consultants and other investment advisers in keeping with this investment policy
and other policies as set forth by the Board of Trustees.

2.

Provide advice and assistance in the administration and operation of the Trust's investment program
and portfolios.
Establish accounting systems and procedures for the safekeeping, disposal of and recording of all
investment assets held or controlled by the Trust including the establishment of appropriate internal
controls as required.

3.

4.

Assist in the design, development, operation, review and evaluation of the Trust's investment
program for compliance with this policy. Advise the Board of Trustees as to recommendations
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relative to amendments to this policy. Inform the Board of Trustees of unaddressed concerns with the
Trust's investment program.

V.

5.

Immediately notify the Board of Trustees in the event of any information that may have a severe and
adverse effect on the Trust's investment program under the provisions of the Administration
Agreement or of this policy.

6.

Coordinate with the Trust's professional advisers in designing investment portfolios to meet the needs
of Trust members and in establishing appropriate levels of investment risk and liquidity for meeting
current and projected obligations of the Trust's investment portfolios.

PRUDENCE AND ETHICS

The standard of prudence to be used by professional investment advisers, money managers or other
qualified parties or individuals with contracted investment responsibilities with the Trust (the "Managers") shall be
by "prudent person" which provides that the investments of the Trust shall be made with the judgment and care
under the circumstances then prevailing which persons of prudence, discretion and intelligence exercise in the
management of their own affairs, not in regard to speculation but in regard to the permanent disposition of the
invested funds considering the probable income, total return and probable safety of these funds. Managers shall
adhere to the fiduciary standards set forth in the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 at 29 U.S.C. s.
1104(a)(1)(A) through (C). Individuals, acting in accordance with established procedures and exercising due
diligence, shall be relieved of personal responsibility for an individual security's credit risk or market price changes,
provided deviations from expectations are reported in a timely fashion and appropriate action is taken to minimize
any investment losses.
Any individual who is involved in the investment process shall refrain from personal business activity that
could conflict with proper execution of the investment program, or which could impair their ability to make
impartial investment decisions. Managers shall have a written policy which addresses the disclosure of potential
conflict-of-interests which shall be submitted to the Administrator upon request. Managers shall also disclose to the
Administrator any material financial/investment position or finding which may be contrary to this policy or
otherwise related to the performance of the Trust's portfolios. Any adverse findings of the U.S. Department of Labor
and/or the Securities and Exchange Commission regarding a Manager or its financial activities shall be brought to
the immediate attention of the Board of Trustees.
Before engaging in any investment transactions on behalf of the Trust, a Manager shall have submitted to
the Administrator a signed certification from a duly authorized representative attesting that the individuals
responsible for the Trust's account have reviewed this investment policy and that they agree to undertake reasonable
efforts to preclude imprudent transactions involving the assets of the Trust.
VI.

REPORTING AND PERFORMANCE

The Administrator shall submit to the Board of Trustees a periodic investment report with information
sufficient to provide for a comprehensive review of investment activity and performance for the quarter. This report
summarizes recent market conditions, economic developments and anticipated investment conditions. The report
would also summarize the investment strategies employed in the most recent quarter, and describe the Trust's
portfolios in terms of investment securities, maturities, risk characteristics and other relevant features.
Managers shall provide timely transaction and performance data to record and document investment
activity including asset valuation, yield and total return data and such other relative performance data of the Trust's
portfolios on a periodic basis as may be reasonably requested by the Administrator.
The Administrator, Managers, and other contracted parties shall provide to the Trust's Auditor such
verifications or reports as are required for the purpose of developing and supporting the annual financial statements
of the Trust, and the footnotes thereto.
The Administrator shall recommend and provide appropriate performance measures or indices in
evaluating the performance of the Trust's portfolios. The Administrator shall monitor portfolio performance and
determine the applicability of the indices and recommend changes as needed.
VII.

BANK AND DEALER SELECTION
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Repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements shall be negotiated only with firms approved in accordance
with this policy.
For broker/dealers of other investment instruments, the Trust shall utilize primary dealers and such other
reputable and recognized dealers as may be recommended by the Administrator.
VIII.

SAFEKEEPING AND CUSTODY

All securities purchased by the Trust under this policy shall be properly designated as assets of the Trust and
shall be protected through the use of a third-party custody/safekeeping agent. The Administrator on behalf of the
Trust shall enter into a formal agreement with an institution of such size and expertise as is necessary to provide the
services needed to protect and secure the investment assets of the Trust and as set forth by the Agreement and
Declaration of Trust and/or the Board of Trustees.
All securities purchased by the Trust under this policy shall be purchased using the "delivery versus
payment" procedure if applicable. If it is ever determined to be necessary to perform security transactions on a "free
delivery" basis, or to have securities held by the broker/dealer for a temporary period, the approval of the
Administrator must be secured prior thereto and the reason documented in writing and presented to the Board of
Trustees.
IX.

RISKS

The Trust recognizes that investment risks can result from numerous factors including business and
industry specific risk, market risk, credit risk, liquidity risk, reinvestment risk, etc. . . . Managers are expected to
display prudence in the selection of securities and in the diversification of portfolios as a way to minimize risk. In
order to effectively monitor and manage risk, the Trust has detailed portfolio guidelines that define the style and
strategy of each investment portfolio, the allowable investment securities for that particular portfolio and the
restrictions or constraints that must be adhered to in the management of each particular portfolio. Compliance with
the Investment Policy and Guidelines is monitored by the Trustees based on data provided by the Administrator, the
investment manager, the custodian bank and the investment consultant. In the event that a portfolio is out of
compliance with guidelines, the Investment Manager shall immediately notify the Administrator and shall provide
recommendations for rectifying any non-compliance with this policy within five business days of discovery of the
non-compliance.
X.

SECURITY SELECTION PROCESS

When purchasing or selling securities, Managers shall select securities which provide the highest rate of
expected return within the parameters of this policy. Managers shall exercise prudence in managing transaction
costs associated with the purchasing and selling of securities in accordance with this policy.
XI.

LIQUIDITY

To meet the redemption needs of the Trust's portfolios, the Trust shall maintain sufficient amounts of
liquidity in investments including repurchase agreements, open repurchase agreements, negotiable certificates of
deposit, banker's acceptances, commercial paper, U.S. Treasury direct and agency obligations all having a maturity
of 90 days or less, all as purchased under the dictates of this investment policy.
XII.

AUTHORIZED INVESTMENTS

In an effort to accomplish the objectives of the Trust's portfolios, this policy identifies various authorized
investment instruments, issuer diversification, maturity constraints, investment ratings and liquidity parameters. The
investments authorized within each portfolio shall be identified in the Informational Statements.
A.

Repurchase Agreements which are purchased only from dealers authorized by the Board of Trustees
and may only involve the sale and repurchase of securities authorized for purchase by this
investment policy. Maximum maturity at purchase shall not exceed 180 days with a total average
maturity, at any point in time, for all repurchase agreements held of not greater than 60 days.

B.

Direct obligations of the United States Treasury including Bills, Notes, Bonds and various forms of
Treasury zero-coupon securities.
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C.

Any authorized investments purchased by or through the State Board of Administration or the Office
of the State Treasurer and held on behalf of the Trust in a commingled pool or separate account are
permitted.

D.

Commercial paper issued in the United States by any corporation, provided that such instrument
carries a rating of "Al/Pl" (or comparable rating) as provided by two of the top nationally recognized
statistical rating organizations (NRSRO); and that the corporation's long term debt, if any, is rated at
least "Al/A+" by a nationally recognized statistical rating organization or, if backed by a letter of
credit (LOC), the long term debt of the LOC provider must be rated at least "AA" (or a comparable
rating) by at least two of the nationally recognized statistical rating organizations publishing ratings
for financial institutions. The maximum maturity shall not exceed 270 days from the time of
purchase.

E.

Banker's Acceptances issued within the U.S. by institutions with a long-term debt rating of at least
"AA" or short-term debt rating of P1 (or comparable ratings), as provided by one nationally
recognized statistical rating organization.
Exceptions to the above may be approved by the
Administrator from time to time and reported to the Board of Trustees. The invested account of a
Manager may own no more than five percent of the portfolio in banker's acceptances issued by any
one depository institution at one time. Maximum maturity shall not exceed 270 days from the time
of purchase.

F.

Nonnegotiable Certificates of Deposit issued by Florida Qualified Public Depositories as identified by
the State Treasurer's office. and/or negotiable Certificates of Deposit issued in U.S. dollars by
institutions, provided such institution carries a short term rating of at least “A1/P1” (or comparable
rating) and a long term rating of a least “A” (or comparable rating) as provided by two of the top
nationally recognized rating agencies The invested account of a Manager may own no more than
$5,000,000 in certificates of any one depository institution at one time. Maximum maturity on any
certificate shall be 2 years.

G.

Obligations of the agencies or instrumentalities of the Federal Government including but not limited
to the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation, Federal National Mortgage Association, Federal
Home Loan Banks, Federal Farm Credit Banks, Student Loan Marketing Association, and the
Resolution Funding Corporation.

H.

Money Market Mutual Funds as defined and regulated by the Securities Exchange Commission.

I.

Mortgage obligations guaranteed by the United States Government and sponsored agencies and/or
instrumentalities including but not limited to the Government National Mortgage Association, the
Federal National Mortgage Association, and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation.
Mortgage-backed securities, including mortgage-pass through securities and Collateralized
Mortgage Obligations (CMOs) issued, guaranteed or backed by an agency or instrumentality of the
Federal Government or other mortgage securities including CMOs rated AAA or equivalent by a
nationally recognized statistical rating organization. Derivative mortgage securities, such as interest
only, principal only, residuals and inverse floaters, are prohibited.

J.

Corporate Fixed Income Securities issued by any corporation in the United States with a rating of A
or better by a NRSRO.

K.

Asset-Backed Securities issued in the United States.

L.

U.S. dollar denominated and issued obligations and securities of foreign sovereign states or non U.S.
corporations (referred to as Yankee bonds) which are rated A or better.

M.

Securities of State, Municipal and County Governments or their public agencies, which are rated in
the three highest rating categories (AAA/Aaa, AA/Aa, or A) by a nationally recognized statistical
rating organization.

N.

Commingled investment funds including but not limited to investment trusts, limited partnerships,
and limited liability companies and listed no-load mutual funds are authorized investments as
provided herein or as may be approved by the Board of Trustees.
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XIII.

O.

Guaranteed Investment Contracts (GIC's) issued by insurance companies rated in the highest
category by AM Best Rating System and maintaining claims paying ability of AA/Aa by a NRSRO.

P.

Investment Agreements with other financial institutions. If collateralized, the collateral securing the
investment agreement shall be limited to those securities authorized for purchase by this investment
policy. The invested account of a Manager may own, at one time, no more than $10,000,000 in investment agreements from any one financial institution.

Q.

Equity Assets or equity securities meaning common stocks or equivalent (stocks of foreign
corporations, including American Depository Receipts, which trade on a major U.S. exchange, i.e. the
New York Stock Exchange, the NASDAQ, and the American Stock Exchange); REITs; warrants
resulting from a corporate action of a security held by the portfolio; issues convertible into common
stocks and preferred stocks may be considered as eligible investments.

R.

Commingled funds, specifically the Expanded High Yield Bond fund, managed by Oaktree Capital
Management in the style/strategy consistent with the fund’s stated objective and constraints.

S.

Commingled fund, specifically including the Franklin Resources Global Multisector Plus Fixed
Income Fund and the Pioneer Multisector Fixed Income Fund.

T.

Securities transferred directly to the Trust from previously owned commingled investment funds.

ADDITIONAL INVESTMENT AUTHORITY

Subject to the approval of the Board of Trustees, the following investments may be authorized under this
policy, provided that these instruments are consistent with the investment objectives of the Trust's portfolios and the
Trust's advisers have provided such information demonstrating the expected benefits and potential risks of such
investments; methods for monitoring and measuring the performance of the investment; a complete description of
the type, nature, extent and purpose of the investment, including a description of issuer, securities in which
investments are proposed to be made, voting rights or lack thereof and control to be acquired, restrictions upon
voting, transfer, and other material rights of ownership, and the existence of any contracts, arrangements,
understandings or relationships with any person or entity with respect to the proposed investment; and assurances
that sufficient expertise is available to the Trust to properly manage and evaluate such activity.
A.

Non-U.S. dollar general obligations backed by the full faith and credit of a foreign government
which has not defaulted on similar obligations for a minimum period of 25 years prior to purchase
of the obligation and has met its payments of similar obligations when due.

B.

Corporate obligations and securities of any kind, including commingled pools and mutual funds
comprised of such securities, of a foreign corporation or a foreign entity having its principal office
located in any country other than the United States of America or its possessions or territories
including dollar denominated securities listed and traded on a U.S. exchange.

C.

Such real property located in the State of Florida and certain interests in real property and related
personal property, including mortgage and related instruments on commercial or individual real
property, with provisions for equity or income participation or with provisions for converting to
equity ownership and interests in collective real property investment funds.

D.

Synthetics and derivatives of the obligations and securities not otherwise authorized herein are
permitted. Certain derivatives including financial futures, options, swap, and currency exchange
contracts may be used in a portfolio risk management strategy design to offset unexpected market
conditions. No synthetic or derivative instruments shall be used solely for speculative gain or profit
and the use of such instruments shall not exceed 10 percent of the underlying portfolio allocation
and 5 percent of the total invested portfolio.
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XIV.

CRITERIA FOR INVESTMENT MANAGER REVIEW

The Board of Trustees wishes to adopt standards by which ongoing retention of an investment manager
should be determined. Manager performance shall be monitored over current and long term time periods. Although
performance expectations are established for a market cycle, performance comparisons to relevant peer groups will
be on an on-going basis. Performance will be reviewed over the following periods with an emphasis on 3 and 5 year
periods:
3 months
Year to date
One Year
Three Years
Five Years
The manager’s performance will be evaluated on absolute return, relative return, volatility profile, and
consistency with stated style.
With this in mind, the following guidelines have been adopted:
If, at any time, any one of the following is breached, the Manager will be notified of the Board of Trustees
serious concern for the Trust continued safety and performance and manager termination could occur.
1.
Consistent performance below the fiftieth (50th) percentile in the specified universe over rolling
three-year periods.
2.
Consistent under-performance of the stated target index over rolling three-year periods.
3.
Loss by the manager of any senior personnel deemed detrimental to the manager’s ability to
perform required duties.
4.
Substantial change in basic investment philosophy by the manager or significant deviation from
stated style and strategy.
5.
Substantial change of ownership of the firm deemed detrimental to the manager’s ability to
perform required duties.
6.
Failure to attain at least a fifty-one (51%) percent vote of the confidence of the Master Trustees.
7.
Failure to observe any guidelines as stated in this document.
This shall in no way limit or diminish the Administrator’s right to terminate a manager or redeem its
interest in a commingled fund at any time for any reason.
Investment Management Agreements will be entered into between the Administrator and each Investment
Management Firm or commingled fund. The agreements will include such items as Fiduciary Standards, notice
requirements, duties and responsibilities and specific investment guidelines for the management of the Trust and will
be subject to the prior review and approval of an attorney for the Administrator.
All investment managers must be duly registered with the appropriate government agencies to act in the
capacity of investment manager on behalf of the Board of Trustees. Any investment manager appointed shall
promptly notify the Board of Trustees in the event any circumstance arises that may result in its failing to continue to
meet the requirements stipulated by the respective government agencies.
Investment manager’s performance will be evaluated with the assistance of performance measurement
consultants on an on-going basis and will be primary criteria for their retention.
XV.

Expanded High Yield Bond Fund and Core Plus Fixed Income Fund

Notwithstanding any other provisions on this statement of investment policy, the authorized investments
and investment limitations of the Expanded High Yield Bond Fund and the Core Plus Fixed Income Fund shall be as
set forth in the Informational Statements of each of the respective portfolios as amended from time to time.
XVI.

Effective Date
This amended investment policy shall become effective immediately upon its adoption by the Board of

Trustees.
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As adopted by the Board of Trustees on the 12th day of December, 2013.

____________________________________________
P.C. Wu
Chairman, Board of Trustees
Florida Municipal Investment Trust

Michael Sittig
Attest:
Executive Director, Florida League
of Cities
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